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EECS 122, Lecture 28EECS 122, Lecture 28
Today’s Topic:Today’s Topic:

Internet Internet QoSQoS::
IntServ IntServ and and DiffServDiffServ

Kevin Fall, kfall@Kevin Fall, kfall@cscs..berkeleyberkeley..eduedu

QoSQoS//CoS CoS in the Internetin the Internet

•• Provide differential traffic handling withinProvide differential traffic handling within
the Internet (all at layer 3)the Internet (all at layer 3)

•• Started as Started as IntServIntServ, focusing on per-flow, focusing on per-flow
QoS QoS support, but has evolved to bothsupport, but has evolved to both
IntServ IntServ and and DiffServ DiffServ (differential(differential
services)services)

•• IntServ IntServ continuing focus on per-flowcontinuing focus on per-flow
support; support; Diffserv Diffserv focusing on class-basedfocusing on class-based
QoS QoS ((CoSCoS) for aggregates of flows) for aggregates of flows

Internet Integrated ServicesInternet Integrated Services
((IntServIntServ))
•• Provide guaranteed and “very good”Provide guaranteed and “very good”

service service per flowper flow at layer 3 at layer 3

•• Major componentsMajor components
––QoS QoS requirement specificationsrequirement specifications
–– resource-sharing requirementsresource-sharing requirements
––allowance for packet droppingallowance for packet dropping
––provision for usage feedbackprovision for usage feedback
––signaling/provisioningsignaling/provisioning

IntServ IntServ ArchitectureArchitecture

•• GuaranteedGuaranteed and  and controlled-load servicecontrolled-load service
––for delay-intolerant and tolerant appsfor delay-intolerant and tolerant apps

•• Transmitter Token Bucket (TSPEC)Transmitter Token Bucket (TSPEC)
––per-sender token bucket parametersper-sender token bucket parameters
–– token rate (r), depth (b), and peak rate (p)token rate (r), depth (b), and peak rate (p)
––minimum policed unit (m)minimum policed unit (m)

••smaller packets rounded up to this sizesmaller packets rounded up to this size

––maximum packet size (M)maximum packet size (M)

Controlled Load Service (2211)Controlled Load Service (2211)

•• Approximate behavior of unloadedApproximate behavior of unloaded
network:network:
––using admission control (either analytic orusing admission control (either analytic or

measurement based), ensure the conformantmeasurement based), ensure the conformant
traffic on CL flows receive good performancetraffic on CL flows receive good performance

––conformant flows are those that do notconformant flows are those that do not
exceed the TSPECexceed the TSPEC

––nonconformantnonconformant packets are handled best- packets are handled best-
effort (not explicitly dropped)effort (not explicitly dropped)

Behavior from CL ServiceBehavior from CL Service

•• Applications may assumeApplications may assume
––very high percentage of packets will bevery high percentage of packets will be

successfully deliveredsuccessfully delivered
––very high percentage of the delay of packetsvery high percentage of the delay of packets

will be near the minimumwill be near the minimum

•• RestrictionsRestrictions
––fragmented packets are handled best-effortfragmented packets are handled best-effort
––no quantitative bounds on delay or jitterno quantitative bounds on delay or jitter
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Time Scales for CL ServiceTime Scales for CL Service

•• Assumptions of low queuing delay andAssumptions of low queuing delay and
little or no loss are given over long timelittle or no loss are given over long time
scalesscales
––that is, over time scales larger than a “burstthat is, over time scales larger than a “burst

time” (time required for a flow’s max sizetime” (time required for a flow’s max size
data burst to be transmitted at the flow’sdata burst to be transmitted at the flow’s
requested transmit rate)requested transmit rate)

––over small time scales, occasional congestionover small time scales, occasional congestion
may occur (normal)may occur (normal)

––over large time scales, problems areover large time scales, problems are
indicative of a failure of the CL serviceindicative of a failure of the CL service

Implementation RequirementsImplementation Requirements

•• CL service specification is very loose onCL service specification is very loose on
implementation requirements:implementation requirements:
––no specific admission control algorithmno specific admission control algorithm
––no specific buffer management or schedulingno specific buffer management or scheduling

algorithmalgorithm

•• What it does say about handlingWhat it does say about handling
nonconformantnonconformant traffic: traffic:
––continue CL service to conformant flowscontinue CL service to conformant flows
––nonconformantsnonconformants must not affect others must not affect others
–– forwardforward nonconformants nonconformants as best-effort as best-effort

PerspectivePerspective

•• CL service is targeted at adaptive real-CL service is targeted at adaptive real-
time (loss tolerant) applicationstime (loss tolerant) applications

•• Minimum requirements makesMinimum requirements makes
implementation a less daunting taskimplementation a less daunting task

•• Possible implementations might include:Possible implementations might include:
––FCFS scheduling, 2 priority levelsFCFS scheduling, 2 priority levels
––WFQ or class based queuing (CBQ)WFQ or class based queuing (CBQ)

••WFQ also provides policing functionWFQ also provides policing function

––(still need to use some admission control)(still need to use some admission control)

Guaranteed Service (2212)Guaranteed Service (2212)

•• Provide bounds on bandwidth andProvide bounds on bandwidth and
maximum (queuing) delay w/no lossmaximum (queuing) delay w/no loss
––does not address minimum or averagedoes not address minimum or average

queuing delay or delay-jitterqueuing delay or delay-jitter
–– requires all hops along path to support GS torequires all hops along path to support GS to

be effectivebe effective
–– requires admission control, policing (edges ofrequires admission control, policing (edges of

network), and reshaping (within network)network), and reshaping (within network)
––uses a TSPEC at sender, RSPEC at receiveruses a TSPEC at sender, RSPEC at receiver

Receiver Specification (RSPEC)Receiver Specification (RSPEC)

•• RSPEC includes RSPEC includes raterate R and  R and slack termslack term S S
––slack term is the difference (inslack term is the difference (in

microsecondsmicroseconds) between the desired delay) between the desired delay
and the delay obtained using a reservation atand the delay obtained using a reservation at
rate R; can be used to reduce reservationsrate R; can be used to reduce reservations

–– req’dreq’d: R >= r [sender : R >= r [sender avgavg rate], S >= 0 rate], S >= 0
––so, the maximum needed service rate (for aso, the maximum needed service rate (for a

single receiver) at any particular node issingle receiver) at any particular node is
min(p,R)min(p,R)

–– for R>p, less build-up in network (less delay)for R>p, less build-up in network (less delay)

A Word on DelayA Word on Delay

•• End-to-end delay comprises fixed delayEnd-to-end delay comprises fixed delay
(propagation, transmission [assuming(propagation, transmission [assuming
fixed packet sizes]) and variable delayfixed packet sizes]) and variable delay
(queuing)(queuing)

•• Only the queuing delay is addressed byOnly the queuing delay is addressed by
GS service, and it is provided based onGS service, and it is provided based on
the TSPEC and RSPEC (which do notthe TSPEC and RSPEC (which do not
include an explicit delay specification)include an explicit delay specification)

•• Thus, the offered delay is Thus, the offered delay is derivedderived from from
the the SPECsSPECs and the network and the network
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The Fluid Model of ServiceThe Fluid Model of Service

•• GS (and other results we have seen) areGS (and other results we have seen) are
based on the based on the fluid modelfluid model of service: of service:
––fluid service at rate R is essentially thefluid service at rate R is essentially the

service that would be provided by aservice that would be provided by a
dedicated path of bandwidth Rdedicated path of bandwidth R

–– flow’s service is completely flow’s service is completely independentindependent of of
any otherany other

•• Level of service characterized by rate RLevel of service characterized by rate R
and buffer Band buffer B
––only only bounded variationbounded variation from fluid model is ok from fluid model is ok

Deriving the Delay BoundDeriving the Delay Bound

•• Recall the idealized bound on delay for aRecall the idealized bound on delay for a
leaky bucket constrained source (r,b) is:leaky bucket constrained source (r,b) is:

•• So, to cover non-idealized cases, add aSo, to cover non-idealized cases, add a
rate-dependent and independent term:rate-dependent and independent term:
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Deriving the Delay BoundDeriving the Delay Bound

•• But these deviations are cumulative, so:But these deviations are cumulative, so:

•• This bound is ok, but if we know This bound is ok, but if we know p
(source peak rate), we can tighten it a bit(source peak rate), we can tighten it a bit
further by noting we won’t get anfurther by noting we won’t get an
instantaneous burst of size instantaneous burst of size b……
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When we know p…When we know p…
•• In the case R>=p, only a single packetIn the case R>=p, only a single packet

looks like a burst, so:looks like a burst, so:

•• But when R<p, we have a fraction of But when R<p, we have a fraction of b in in
addition to the base packet M:addition to the base packet M:
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The GS Maximum Delay BoundThe GS Maximum Delay Bound

•• The GS max delay bound is then:The GS max delay bound is then:

•• Ad mentioned, C, D are sums of maxAd mentioned, C, D are sums of max
per-hop deviations from perfect fluid flowper-hop deviations from perfect fluid flow
model:model:
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Policing and Reshaping in GSPolicing and Reshaping in GS

•• PolicingPolicing
––performed at edge of networkperformed at edge of network
––arriving traffic compared against TSPECarriving traffic compared against TSPEC

•• Reshaping (restore distorted traffic)Reshaping (restore distorted traffic)
––at all heterogeneous source branch pointsat all heterogeneous source branch points

••in multicast, where an outgoing TSPEC mightin multicast, where an outgoing TSPEC might
be less than the incoming onebe less than the incoming one

––at all source merge pointsat all source merge points
••in multicast, where multiple sources on a treein multicast, where multiple sources on a tree

or branch meetor branch meet
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PerspectivePerspective

•• Guaranteed Service makes substantialGuaranteed Service makes substantial
demands on internal network nodesdemands on internal network nodes
––support for traffic re-shapingsupport for traffic re-shaping
––bounded one-hop delay of b/R+C/R+Dbounded one-hop delay of b/R+C/R+D

•• GS (as well as CL) require some form ofGS (as well as CL) require some form of
signaling to communicate TSPEC (andsignaling to communicate TSPEC (and
RSPEC) info to network elements.  NoRSPEC) info to network elements.  No
specific way is required by CL or GS, butspecific way is required by CL or GS, but
the Internet standard protocol is RSVP...the Internet standard protocol is RSVP...

ReSerVationReSerVation Protocol (2205) Protocol (2205)

•• RSVP is the IETF-specified reservationRSVP is the IETF-specified reservation
protocolprotocol
––does not specify exact traffic or does not specify exact traffic or QoS QoS metricsmetrics
––specifies message formats and how they arespecifies message formats and how they are

exchangedexchanged

•• In RSVP, receivers are responsible forIn RSVP, receivers are responsible for
requestingrequesting QoS QoS instead of sender instead of sender

•• Conceived for use with IP multicastConceived for use with IP multicast

•• Establishes soft-state within switchesEstablishes soft-state within switches

Reservation Set-UPReservation Set-UP

•• RSVP interacts with routing tables toRSVP interacts with routing tables to
determine the end-to-end pathdetermine the end-to-end path

•• RSVP uses soft stateRSVP uses soft state
––note that routes might changenote that routes might change
––state times out (typically) after 30 secondsstate times out (typically) after 30 seconds

•• QoS QoS is dynamic:is dynamic:
––senders and receivers can modify theirsenders and receivers can modify their

TSPECs TSPECs and and RSPECsRSPECs
––new (multicast) senders/receivers may arrivenew (multicast) senders/receivers may arrive

Method of OperationMethod of Operation

•• Sender starts sending a PATH messageSender starts sending a PATH message
––travels through network establishing sourcetravels through network establishing source

state in routers; subject to admission andstate in routers; subject to admission and
policy control (authorization)policy control (authorization)

–– receivers respond with RESV (reservationreceivers respond with RESV (reservation
request) messages, which flow back towardrequest) messages, which flow back toward
the senderthe sender

––only reserves resources in 1 direction (S->R)only reserves resources in 1 direction (S->R)

•• RESV messages contain one of severalRESV messages contain one of several
styles of reservationsstyles of reservations

Reservation StylesReservation Styles

•• Different senders in same RSVP sessionDifferent senders in same RSVP session
––source-specific (distinct) reservationsource-specific (distinct) reservation
––non-specific (shared) reservationnon-specific (shared) reservation

•• Describing multiple senders (filter spec)Describing multiple senders (filter spec)
––explicit list (list of sender by address)explicit list (list of sender by address)
––wildcard (any sender in session)wildcard (any sender in session)

•• Reservation merging not allowedReservation merging not allowed
between distinct & shared or betweenbetween distinct & shared or between
explicit & wildcard reservationsexplicit & wildcard reservations

Reservation ComponentsReservation Components

•• RESV messages contain flow descriptors:RESV messages contain flow descriptors:
––a a FlowSpec FlowSpec and and FilterSpecFilterSpec
––FlowSpec FlowSpec contains contains QoS QoS parametersparameters
––FilterSpecFilterSpec, together with a session identifier, together with a session identifier

consisting of an address/port/consisting of an address/port/proto tupleproto tuple,,
defines the “flow” to receive the defines the “flow” to receive the QoSQoS

•• FlowSpec FlowSpec generally containsgenerally contains
––service class (e.g. CL, guaranteed, etc)service class (e.g. CL, guaranteed, etc)
––TSPEC, RSPEC parameters (formats areTSPEC, RSPEC parameters (formats are

specific to the service class)specific to the service class)
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Reservation MergingReservation Merging

•• For use with multicast, multipleFor use with multicast, multiple
reservations along different paths may bereservations along different paths may be
mergedmerged

•• Generally, the merged Generally, the merged FlowSpec FlowSpec is theis the
“largest” of the merging“largest” of the merging FlowSpecs FlowSpecs

•• The merge procedure is service specificThe merge procedure is service specific
(e.g. controlled load and guaranteed(e.g. controlled load and guaranteed
service have their own)service have their own)

•• See See RFCs RFCs 2205, 2210-2 for details2205, 2210-2 for details

PerspectivePerspective

•• RSVP has been implemented, mostly inRSVP has been implemented, mostly in
experimental applicationsexperimental applications

•• The RSVP (and more generally, The RSVP (and more generally, IntServIntServ))
effort has spawned two new efforts:effort has spawned two new efforts:
––ISSLL (ISSLL (IntServ IntServ over specific link layers)over specific link layers)
––DiffServDiffServ

•• DiffServ DiffServ aims at providing support foraims at providing support for
differential service in the Internet, but isdifferential service in the Internet, but is
focusing more on traffic aggregates...focusing more on traffic aggregates...

TheThe DiffServ DiffServ Architecture (2475) Architecture (2475)

•• Goal is to provide Goal is to provide scalablescalable service service
differentiation in the Internetdifferentiation in the Internet
––traffic aggregationtraffic aggregation
––complexity limited to the network edgecomplexity limited to the network edge

devices (helps in building fast routers)devices (helps in building fast routers)

•• Basic modelBasic model
––traffic entering a network is traffic entering a network is classifiedclassified and and

possibly possibly conditionedconditioned at the network at the network
boundary and assigned a boundary and assigned a behavior aggregatebehavior aggregate

–– forwarding defined per-aggregate (as a PHB)forwarding defined per-aggregate (as a PHB)

It’s aIt’s a DiffServ DiffServ World After All... World After All...

DS Region

DS Domains

DS Boundary
Nodes

DS Internal
Nodes

Inside a DS DomainInside a DS Domain
DS Ingress Node:

classification
conditioning

DS Routers
  PHBs

Traffic covered by TCAs

TCA: traffic conditioning agreement
SLA: service level agreement

Links carry marked
traffic

Traffic Classification andTraffic Classification and
ConditioningConditioning
•• Traffic is classified and conditioned onTraffic is classified and conditioned on

ingress or egress to/from a DS domainingress or egress to/from a DS domain
––classification involves the assignment ofclassification involves the assignment of

some DS some DS codepoint codepoint (header value)(header value)
––conditioning may involve shaping, policing,conditioning may involve shaping, policing,

or remarking (changing the DSCP)or remarking (changing the DSCP)

•• Within a domain, a local source may actWithin a domain, a local source may act
as its own ingress point, or the first-hopas its own ingress point, or the first-hop
router near it may do sorouter near it may do so
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Per-Hop Behaviors (Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBsPHBs))

•• a description of the externally observablea description of the externally observable
forwarding behavior of a DS node appliedforwarding behavior of a DS node applied
to a particular DS behavior aggregateto a particular DS behavior aggregate

•• the means by which nodes allocatethe means by which nodes allocate
resources; building block for resources; building block for diff diff servicesservices

•• Simple example:Simple example:
––guarantee X % of link guarantee X % of link bw bw to aggregate Yto aggregate Y

•• Implemented via scheduling and bufferImplemented via scheduling and buffer
management (as we would expect)management (as we would expect)

Assured Forwarding (AF) PHBAssured Forwarding (AF) PHB

•• Four AF ClassesFour AF Classes
––within each class, packets receive one ofwithin each class, packets receive one of

three three drop preferencedrop preference values which must values which must
result in at least 2 distinct drop probabilitiesresult in at least 2 distinct drop probabilities

––no re-ordering allowed in same no re-ordering allowed in same microflow microflow (5(5
tuple tuple of of srcsrc//dst dst address and port + address and port + protoproto))

•• Requirements on congestion behaviorRequirements on congestion behavior
––allow short term bursts, but drop packets onallow short term bursts, but drop packets on

persistent overloadpersistent overload
––(gee, sounds like RED, doesn’t it?)(gee, sounds like RED, doesn’t it?)

Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHBExpedited Forwarding (EF) PHB

•• requires that the departure rate mustrequires that the departure rate must
equal or exceed some configurable rateequal or exceed some configurable rate

•• if forwarding could lead to unlimitedif forwarding could lead to unlimited
preemption (e.g. strict priority),preemption (e.g. strict priority),
regulation is requiredregulation is required

•• traffic exceeding regulation is traffic exceeding regulation is droppeddropped

Implementing the EF PHBImplementing the EF PHB

•• Could use priority queues, subject toCould use priority queues, subject to
policing restrictionpolicing restriction

•• Variants of WRR also possibleVariants of WRR also possible

•• Particular selection affects Particular selection affects microflowmicroflow
delay or jitter, but these are not boundeddelay or jitter, but these are not bounded
by EFby EF

Example services using Example services using PHBsPHBs

•• The “Olympic” service (AF PHB):The “Olympic” service (AF PHB):
––better than best effort (BBE)better than best effort (BBE)

••basically, a basically, a bw bw spec and spec for excessspec and spec for excess

––gold, silver, bronzegold, silver, bronze
••e.g. net control, real-time, non-e.g. net control, real-time, non-rt rt (perhaps)(perhaps)

•• The virtual leased line (EF PHB):The virtual leased line (EF PHB):
––fixed fixed bw bw and delay parametersand delay parameters


